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Kölner instacoll sKölner instacoll sKölner instacoll sKölner instacoll systemystemystemystem    for gildingfor gildingfor gildingfor gilding    
HHHHigh igh igh igh GlossGlossGlossGloss    gildinggildinggildinggilding    for inside and outside applicationsfor inside and outside applicationsfor inside and outside applicationsfor inside and outside applications    
 

Available in 100ml - 500ml - 1L - 4L 
 
This system consist of 2 products :  
1. Instacoll base in colourless or yellow 
2. Instacoll activator  
 

   
 

MMMMethod ethod ethod ethod ::::    
Instacoll is a size for the attainment of a high gloss weather-resistant exterior and interior gilding. 
It can be used on nearly all substrates that have been prepared using standard accepted techniques to create 
weather-resistant surfaces.  
Before gilding Instacoll needs to be a completely dry film.  
This film will be activated with Instacoll-Activator prior to leaf application, preferably patent gold ( transfer or loose gold 
leaf ). After activating, the Instacoll-surface is prepared to accept gold leaf that adheres superbly with a maximum of 
burnish effect. A detailed processing instruction is enclosed with the products. 

Surface treatment prior to gilding :Surface treatment prior to gilding :Surface treatment prior to gilding :Surface treatment prior to gilding :    
All substrates have to be prepared using standard accepted techniques to create a weather-resistant surfaces    
For indoor gilding ist is sufficient to have or to prepare a non porous surface.  
The surfaces must be completely dry, free of dust and fatfree. 
Best results re attained on a flat surface. 
When gilding on metal surfaces the weather resistant surface treatment also acts as a galvanic barrier to eliminate 
galvanic corrosion.  
Light matting of glossy surfaces prior to application of Instacoll is recommended.. 
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AAAApppppppplication oflication oflication oflication of    instacoll basinstacoll basinstacoll basinstacoll base with a brushe with a brushe with a brushe with a brush    :::: 
The Instacollbasis has to be applied using a synthetic brush ( toray / orange = soft quality ) it can not be roll-applied. 
Instacoll can be diluted with tapwater. The product formulation is such that at a temperature of  15°C to 22°C no 
dilution is needed. Between 5°C and 15°C a light dilution is needed. Under de 5°C : no application possible. 
Above 22°C only small surfaces can be treated. 
Application of Instacollbasis is done in a full / thick . Brushmarks will show up through the gilding when Instacoll basis 
is applied too thinly. It is possible – to get a more even result – to apply a second layer when the first one has fully 
dried.  
Also in case of a porous surface a second layer can be applied. 
The instacoll layer has to be glossy / brilliant to obtain a brilliant gilded surface afterwards. 
The Instacoll system can not be used for objects in permanent or regular contact with water ( fountains,  etc… )  
Usage of Instacoll base : 100 ml per m². 

ApApApAppppplication of instacoll base with alication of instacoll base with alication of instacoll base with alication of instacoll base with a    spraygun ( HVLP ) spraygun ( HVLP ) spraygun ( HVLP ) spraygun ( HVLP ) ::::     
Set productviscosity at 20 - 28 seconds ( cup din 4mm ) at 20° C ( Below 5°C the product can not be applied ).  
This corresponds with a dilution with tapwater between 5 and 10%. 
Spraynozzle to be used : 1 - 1½ mm.  
Dryer will be longer because of higher thicknes of the sprayed layer. 
Test drying before proceeding with the next step.  

DDDDrrrrying timeying timeying timeying time        :::: 
Dryingtime at 20°C : minimum 1 to 3 hrs ( for experienced gilders ).  
Less experienced gilders : 24 hrs drying time.    
Drying time is longer with higher relative humidity and lower temperature..  
How to test if layer is dry ? Use one of the thin interleaf velums used in goldleaf booklets and press it gently onto the 
surface to be tested : if it doensn’t stick anymore the Instacoll base is dry. 

 ApApApAppppplication of instacoll lication of instacoll lication of instacoll lication of instacoll activator activator activator activator and goldleafand goldleafand goldleafand goldleaf    :::: 
When the Instacoll base is dry the activator can be applied. 
This can be done on freshly dried layers of Instacoll base or on older clean layers ( days / weeks / months old ) 
Use a piece of soft cotton that is dipped into the activator ( not soaking wet ). 
Apply the Instacoll activator onto a surface of a size that can be gilded in the next 60 minutes. 
The Instacoll activator dries in about 5 to 10minuten.  
After these 5 to 10 minutes the instacoll layer has attained the right activation ( tackiness ) to receive the goldleaf and 
bring it to a brilliant gloss. 
Gently push the goldleaf onto the surface with a soft piece of cloth or a piece of chamois. 
For ornaments and non-flat surface one can use the handy Instacoll tool to push the leaf into the deeper lying parts of 
the surface. 
Next step is the polishing / burnishing of the gilded surface : this is done using a soft piece of cloth, chamois or the 
special Instacoll Chiffonettes : these are folded into a tampon and rubbed / turned over the gilded surface to burnish 
the gold and erase the remainders of overlapping leaves and occasional repairs. 
Burnishing with agate stones is not possible. 
The burnishingprocess has to take please during the ‘open time’ of the activator ( 60 minutes ) and can only be done 
one single time. 
Activation van be repeated on the same surface if needed. 
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Never apply activator on a gilded surface. 
 

  
    
WWWWeeeeather resistanceather resistanceather resistanceather resistance    :::: 
Surfaces gilded with transfert goldleaf can be exposed to outside conditions immediately . For surfaces gilded with 
loose goldleaf a waiting period of  24 hours is recommended. 
The initial brilliant high gloss of the gold will slightly deminish after a while but will always remain brighter than the 
brilliance of a mixtion gilded surface. 

Shelf life products Shelf life products Shelf life products Shelf life products :::: 
Instacoll and Activator shelf life : 2 years maximum. 

    
Kölner instacoll system for MATT gilding Kölner instacoll system for MATT gilding Kölner instacoll system for MATT gilding Kölner instacoll system for MATT gilding     
MatMatMatMat    gildinggildinggildinggilding    for inside applicationsfor inside applicationsfor inside applicationsfor inside applications    
 

Available in 100ml - 500ml - 1L - 4L 
 
This system consist of 2 products :  
1. Instacoll base in yellow matt or colourless matt 
2. Instacoll activator  
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Same workingmethod as for instacoll High gloss gilding.  
The yellow matt base is darker in colour than the high gloss version : this visualises where the gilding will be matt or 
high gloss after application of the base. 
Intermediate values between matt and gloss are possible by mixing both bases. 
Way of working : apply Instacoll base mat ( or gloss ) onto the entire surface, let dry for 3 hours, tape section off with 
low tack masking tape and apply Instacoll base gloss ( or matt ) and let dry. Remove the tape and activate the entire 
surface : during gilding the matt / gloss sections will appear automatically. 

    
Kölner instacoll sysKölner instacoll sysKölner instacoll sysKölner instacoll systemtemtemtem    HA ( high activation ) HA ( high activation ) HA ( high activation ) HA ( high activation ) for thickerfor thickerfor thickerfor thicker    
goldleaf / silver leafgoldleaf / silver leafgoldleaf / silver leafgoldleaf / silver leaf    / palladium/ palladium/ palladium/ palladium    
 

Available in 100ml - 500ml - 1L - 4L 
 
This system consist of 2 products :  
1. Instacoll base in yellow HA , grey HA ( for silver and palladium ) or colourless HA 
2. Instacoll aktivator HA 
 

   
 
 
Same workingmethod as Instacoll Gloss system. 
Used for thicker goldleaf ( 20 gram/1000 leaves or more ), silver leaf and palladium leaf. 
For silver leaf and palladium use the grey HA base. 
 
 

*-*-*-* 


